known. Swinburn worked to combine (and he was a pioneer: no one had attempted this before) a smooth, complete statement of the law, without being repetitious, giving their due to the discordant authorities he was compelled to consult, without becoming confused or garrulous. Whereas any of the great digests of the seventeenth century supplies annotation for each point as bulky as Swinburn gives for a whole page, the latter's intention was to give the best, most authoritative references in the most compact form, so that any of his readers (e.g. parish clergy acting as surrogates, or officials of the many "peculiar" jurisdictions, not to speak of more exalted ecclesiastical judges) could be sure that if he followed the text he would have blameless canonical or statutory authority behind him. Now many intricate points of the canon law of marriage are codified in Swinburn, and a reader upon whom, for example, the chief irony in the Duchess of Malfi would otherwise be completely lost can safely consult this treatise. Thus ideally it should be annotated to show the printed edition's divergences from the manuscript. This tedious process may be helped by a series of notes which I supply, the chief practical function of which must be to alert potential critical students of the treatise to the extent and nature of the task. I confess that a wordby-word comparison and rectification, restoring the Shakespearian style, would be time-consuming and only marginally interesting: but it would bring us back into touch with a peculiarly English mind of exceptional originality. The utterly unreadable notes which I provide at least explain the strengths and weaknesses of the manuscript. Some conclusions may be stated with confidence.
I. -The manuscript, Lincoln's Inn Ms. Misc. 577, is derived from a copy very close to Swinburn's master copy. It bears material entered, presumably by Swinburn himself, later than the point of departure of the ancestor of Clavell's text -though the "Clavell" text contains some material which was not deliberately omitted by our copyist.
2. -The employer of our copyist (or rather copyists, for a second hand was at work for a short while) ordered the omission (for economy's sake) of all English versions of Latin citations. The copyists sometimes stumbled in doing this, and so betrayed the instructions3. Swinburn made it a policy to give Latin originals where required but to leave nothing untranslated. Foolishly the copyists sometimes omitted the Latin, and thus doubly disobeyed their employer.
3. -The employer had puritanical inclinations, or was mean about "garrulity", ', and some matter was childishly omitted as unnecessary or unseemly4.
4. -The copyists had before them a master copy designed as Swinburn's
